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ABSTRACT

Objectives To develop projections of the resources required (person-years of drug supply and healthcare worker time) for universal access to antiretroviral treatment (ART) in Zimbabwe.

Methods A stochastic mathematical model of disease progression, diagnosis, clinical monitoring and survival in HIV infected individuals.

Findings The number of patients receiving ART is determined by many factors, including the strategy of the ART programme (method of initiation, frequency of patient monitoring, ability to include patients diagnosed before ART became available), other healthcare services (referral rates from antenatal clinics, uptake of HIV testing), demographic and epidemiological conditions (past and future trends in incidence rates and population growth) as well as the medical impact of ART (average survival and the relationship with CD4 count when initiated). The variations in these factors lead to substantial differences in long-term projections; with universal access by 2010 and no further prevention interventions, between 370 000 and almost 2 million patients could be receiving treatment in 2030—a fivefold difference. Under universal access, by 2010 each doctor will initiate ART for up to two patients every day and the case-load for nurses will at least triple as more patients enter care and start treatment.

Conclusions The resources required by ART programmes are great and depend on the healthcare systems and the demographic/epidemiological context. This leads to considerable uncertainty in long-term projections and large variation in the resources required in different countries and over time. Understanding how current practices relate to future resource requirements can help optimise ART programmes and inform long-term public health planning.

INTRODUCTION

The unfolding humanitarian crisis associated with the general spread of HIV in many African countries has led to an unprecedented financial and logistical commitment to providing antiretroviral treatment (ART) to those in need. However, providing ART is a long-term intervention that will impose a great burden on the fragile healthcare systems in low-income settings. Projections of the costs and benefits of providing ART relative to other types of intervention have been influential in setting international public health priorities and mobilising resources. In order to optimise current practices and make adequate provisions for the future, it is necessary to understand how the long-term impact of ART programmes is linked to current strategy and conditions. In this paper, we develop a mathematical model to investigate this relationship.

Two of the main resources required in ART programmes are the treatment itself (drugs and other associated materials) and the time of the doctors and nurses monitoring patients and initiating treatment. As a first approximation, we can assume that these costs will be proportional to the number on ART and the number of ‘appointments’ with doctors and nurses, although certain anticipated economies of scale could increase efficiencies. United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS)/WHO calculate the number in need of ART as the sum of individuals in need of treatment (within 2 years of death in the absence of the treatment) and the number that have already started ART after a 10% yearly attrition rate. While this method has provided useful guideline estimates, it is also important to understand how the epidemiological context and properties of the ART programme determine such quantities. ART programmes in different countries will manage patients and initiate ART in different ways and the pattern of ART uptake may change over time. The total resources required by alternative patient management strategies can be estimated by considering the range of disease states in a population, but this does not consider how monitoring effort or methods of ART initiation interact and are associated with survival outcomes and years spent on ART. Analyses that have examined the relative resource requirements of different initiation strategies have not represented practicalities in ART delivery, such as errors in CD4 counts, non-continuous monitoring of individuals or changes over time in the profile of patients entering care. Therefore, it is worth exploring how these epidemiological and programmatic factors could modify projections for the resources required in providing ART.

We have developed a mathematical model that follows theoretical cohorts of HIV infected individuals as their disease progresses, tracking when symptoms occur, how their HIV infection is diagnosed, how the clinician monitors their condition, the decision to initiate ART and the effect this has on survival. In collaboration with the Zimbabwe Ministry of Health and Child Welfare and local health service professionals, we have parameterised the model to reflect the prevailing conditions in Zimbabwe. Although the quantitative model...
output will be specific to this setting, we believe that our methodology and findings will be generalisable.

**METHODS**

Details of the mathematical model have been described previously but we briefly explain the key features again here.

The model stochastically simulates disease progression in a cohort of HIV positive adults and tracks the services they receive, when they start ART and when they die. The size of each annual cohort is 5000 and preliminary analyses showed that cohort sizes greater than this did not lead to materially different means or variances in output statistics. Each individual is modelled independently and the properties of the individual and the timing of events are calculated probabilistically based on a series of rules and parametric distributions. The data used to parameterise the disease-progression part of the model are taken from several African studies (on the assumption that the natural history of HIV will be broadly similar in African populations) and the composition of the model cohort is based on the age and sex distribution of incident infections between 1998 and 2002 in eastern Zimbabwe.

Each individual is assigned a CD4 count after seroconversion and a fixed rate of CD4 decline so that in the cohort there is a range of fast and slow progressors. The parameters determining the CD4 count at which clinical signs of severe immune suppression may be detected by a trained clinician is based on data from Uganda and Ethiopia. After the CD4 count reaches 200 cells/μl, the time until death without treatment is exponentially distributed with median 11 months. The median time between infection and death in the model is ~9.5 years, which is in good agreement with independent observation.

A range of possible points at which an individual can be diagnosed with HIV is represented. Individuals can discover they are infected when presenting at a clinic after developing symptoms. The CD4 count at which an individual develops symptoms sufficiently severe to seek medical attention is drawn stochastically from a distribution based on data from clinic attendees in Côte d’Ivoire. Women can find they are infected when tested at an antenatal clinic (ANC). Age and disease-state specific fertility rates are used to capture the timing of pregnancies and two hypothetical scenarios are defined for the chance that a pregnant woman attends an ANC and is referred to the ART programme: ‘low referral rate’ (10% of pregnant women) and ‘high referral rate’ (90%). Individuals can also be tested for HIV when attending a voluntary counselling and testing session, through provided-initiated testing with symptoms unrelated to HIV or, for men, through extended ANC services if their partner is pregnant; in the model these possibilities are combined and called ‘testing’. HIV testing uptake can be ‘low’, where 5% of individuals are tested before they develop symptoms or ‘high’, where 70% are tested. Alternatively, the individual may die before they are diagnosed with HIV.

Once an individual is known to be infected with HIV, they are managed by the ART programme. Immediately after diagnosis there is a ‘pre-ART monitoring appointment’ and the need for ART is assessed. If the individual does not start ART at the first appointment and ART is currently available, another ‘pre-ART monitoring appointment’ is scheduled after a set interval (6 months unless otherwise specified). If the patient develops symptoms before the next appointment they can nevertheless attend another appointment for immediate assessment. If ART is not available at the time of the first appointment, no further appointments are arranged. The chance that individuals diagnosed before ART is available access the ART programme decreases exponentially over time since the initial appointment; in the model there are three hypothetical scenarios whereby most (~90% after 5 years), some (~50%) or few (~10%) such individuals are found.

Whether an individual should start ART is determined by an ‘initiation rule’. This can be based on symptoms (symptomatic initiation) or also on a CD4 count in the way recommended by WHO (CD4 initiation)—that is, to initiate if the count is less than 200 cells/μl of peripheral blood, or if it is less than 350 and the patient has symptoms of severe immune suppression.

In the absence of long-term follow-up studies from low-income settings, three sets of assumptions are made about survival on ART: ‘best’, ‘medium’ and ‘worst’. First-year mortality is parameterised using data from the ART-LINC collaboration of cohort studies in low-income settings with the medium scenario set by the point estimates and the other scenarios set by the bounds of the 95% CIs. The relationship between CD4 count, symptoms and hazard of death after the first year is based on data from high-income settings. In the ‘best’ scenario the hazard of mortality observed in the first 3 years is assumed to stay constant over time on ART, in the ‘medium’ scenario it increases gradually and in the ‘worst’ scenario the hazard of death increases sharply. The ‘medium’ scenario (used in simulations unless otherwise stated) produces 1-year survival rates of ~75% for those starting with CD4 counts below 50, and 90% for those starting with CD4 count between 200 and 349, which is in good agreement with longer-term analyses of the ART-LINC.

Patients are also monitored while they are on ART, although in the model this does not affect ART survival outcomes. Unless otherwise specified, ‘on ART follow-up’ appointments are scheduled every 6 months.

Estimates and projections of new infections in Zimbabwe were based on previous modelling work (figure 1A). The overall ‘best incidence estimate’ was derived by fitting a transmission model of HIV to observed prevalence data. This scenario includes reductions in risk behaviour during the 1990s representing the broad behavioural changes that are thought to have
To quantify the influence that these changes may have on future projections of ART need, an alternative scenario is created without these changes in risk behaviour but with all other parameters the same. A final scenario is used to investigate the impact of prevention interventions scaled up between 2005 and 2010 that successfully reduce HIV incidence. Although this could plausibly represent many types of intervention, we have chosen to base it on the scale-up of high-impact testing and counselling services.

Non-AIDS related mortality rates were based on World Bank estimates from the pre-AIDS era. Reflecting changes reported in successive surveys, fertility rates are assumed to decline linearly from 1980 (total fertility rate ~7) to 1999 (total fertility rate ~4) and to remain constant thereafter. The population size in the simulation is matched to census data from 2002. The model population has an annual growth rate of 1.7% in the period 1998–2005, which is in good agreement with direct field observation.

It is assumed that access to ART before 2006 was minimal, optimistically, that universal access will be achieved by 2010 and that the rate of scale-up increases steadily over time (figure 1B). (These provide a standard set framework within which to test the influence of other factors. Alternative assumptions about the rate of scale-up do not materially affect the conclusions.) The number of doctors and nurses trained to initiate ART is based on the latest available data (December 2006) from the Ministry of Health and Child Welfare in Zimbabwe. These show that 174 doctors have been trained to initiate ART and 1530 nurses have been trained to monitor those not yet on ART and care for those already receiving ART.

RESULTS
Understanding trends in ART need and resource requirements over the course of HIV infection

We approach the problem by considering the monitoring and ART needs in a theoretical cohort of 1000 individuals infected with HIV at the same time. In each model cohort, the number of pre-ART monitoring appointments increases over the first years of infection as more individuals enter the healthcare system after being diagnosed with HIV (figure 2A). Five years after infection, the monitoring load has peaked and more patients are being started on ART. The magnitude and timing of the peak in monitoring load and initiation on ART are determined by how efficiently women testing positive at ANCs are referred to ART programmes and on the uptake of testing; when individuals are diagnosed earlier, the monitoring case-load is greater and peaks earlier.

The variation in the time until progression to AIDS means that a steady stream of individuals should be started on ART between (approximately) 5 and 15 years after infection. Ten years after infection, with more individuals on ART, following-up on treatments patients becomes the most common type of appointment with the healthcare workers (figure 2A). The number of follow-up appointments required is closely related to the period between such appointments, the number initiated on ART and survival time on ART.

The number of individuals from a cohort of infected individuals on ART will be determined by the balance between the number newly starting treatment and the mortality rate on treatment. Programmes can initiate ART when individuals develop symptoms of severe suppression (symptomatic initiation) or use CD4 counting machines as well (CD4 initiation). With CD4 initiation, individuals can start ART earlier because a low CD4 count can precede the onset of symptoms, and overall more individuals can start because some will not develop symptoms in time to start ART (dying before the first appointment after symptoms develop). Furthermore, survival rates on ART are much better if the CD4 count is higher when it started. In total, compared to symptomatic initiation, CD4 initiation will lead to the number on ART increasing sooner to a higher level and declining more slowly over time since infection (figure 2B).

The long-term effects of ART on survival have not been directly observed leaving considerable uncertainty in any long-term projections. We modelled the impact of three alternative

---

Figure 2  Antiretroviral treatment (ART) and monitoring requirement in a HIV infected cohort. A. Number of simulated appointments in a cohort of 1000 HIV infected individuals over time since infection. B. The number of individuals currently receiving ART in a cohort of 1000 infected individuals over time since infection. C. The number of individuals currently receiving ART in cohorts of 1000 individuals infected in 1993, 1998, 2003 and 2007 over calendar year. Here ART is assumed to become available to all cohorts equally in 2008. D. The number of healthcare appointments to assess the need for ART with individuals in cohorts infected in 1993, 1998, 2003 and 2007 over calendar year. Unless stated otherwise, in all plots, patients are monitored every 6 months and ART is started using CD4 counts. (Note: in all these cohort simulations, it assumed that all individuals are infected at the same time.)
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scenarios for how mortality on ART could change over time, which are consistent with the rates of mortality observed in the first months on ART in low-income settings\(^1\) (figure 2B). For the first 10 years after infection, the projected number on ART is the same under each of these scenarios because the principal determinant is the rate of individuals starting treatment (which is linked to the method of initiation). The projections diverge after 10 years and the disparity is greatest 20 years after infection where twice as many individuals are estimated to be receiving treatment under ‘best case’ rather than ‘worst case’ assumptions.

As ART becomes available, the patients starting treatment will come from several different cohorts that were infected in the previous years. Since ART initiation is usually 5–15 years after infection, the mix of patients will be dominated by those infected in the last 5–15 years (figure 2C). When ART is not available, those individuals who progress to AIDS fastest will die first leaving behind the fewest individuals that naturally progress slowest. This means that older cohorts will have fewer remaining patients to start ART, but those patients will probably have atypically high CD4 counts and are likely to survive longer on ART. In contrast, those who start treatment first in cohorts infected recently are likely to be ‘fast progressors’ who will likely fail on ART sooner. In figure 2C this can be seen by the slightly steeper downward gradient of the number on ART for those infected in 2003 versus those infected in 1993. The different shapes of the curves is also influenced by the timing of ART need in the older cohorts being more varied than in the more recently infected cohorts. As ART scale-up continues, the mix of clients will become increasingly dominated by those infected recently and so average survival might tend to decline over time.

In the first years of the ART programme, the mixture of those starting ART will also be influenced by whether or not patients that were diagnosed with HIV before ART was available can enter the programme. If the older cohorts are lost (eg, through moving away, not being reminded to return to the clinic, etc) then the monitoring load and ART delivery will be directed to only those entering healthcare since ART became available. If, instead, some can be found, then the monitoring load when ART does become available will be much greater because these older patients represent ‘stored-up demand’ for clinical attention (figure 2D). Therefore, projections of monitoring needs and numbers on ART need to consider the extent to which older cohorts access the current programme.

### Making projections of ART need and resource requirements

To make projections for the population overall (instead of specific cohorts), it is necessary to calculate the experiences of many theoretical cohorts representing all those infected since the beginning of the epidemic. These cohorts have to vary both in their relative size (determined by the estimate of incidence and population size) and in the time between infection and ART becoming available (set by the rate of ART access scale-up). The latter is important because universal access cannot be achieved instantaneously and some individuals will have to wait longer than others to receive ART even if they need treatment at the same time. The overall projection is the sum of the requirements in all these representative cohorts. The overall estimate for the number of appointments required and the number on ART in Zimbabwe between 2000 and 2030 is shown in figure 3 and a univariate sensitivity analysis is given in table 1. Approximately 4000 patients are started on ART each month during this period. The pre-ART monitoring case-load increases over time when ART becomes available—up to \( \sim 80,000 \) appointments per month in 2030. The number of follow-up appointments with patients on ART follows the same trend as the numbers on ART; with follow-up monitoring every 6 months, this equates to more than 100,000 appointments each month.

If the ART programme is scaled-up as shown in figure 1, universal access in 2010 will equate to \( \sim 110,000 \) individuals receiving treatment (figure 3 and table 1). Sustaining universal access will lead to approximately \( \sim 670,000 \) individuals receiving ART in 2030. With alternative survival assumptions but all other conditions the same, the projection for the number receiving ART in 2030 ranges between 480,000 and 780,000.

Besides survival, the long-term (2030) estimates are most sensitive to changes in incidence over time and patterns of ANC referral and testing uptake (table 1). The ART programme in Zimbabwe is already benefitting from the behavioural changes of the 1990s, which may have reduced by 38,000 (26%) the number of individuals expected to be receiving ART in 2010. High-impact infection prevention intervention scaled up between 2005 and 2010 will not affect the short-term projections, but, if they reduce incidence, could lead to \( \sim 310,000 \) fewer people receiving ART in 2030—a 46% reduction that could increase further over time.

Monitoring individuals from early in their infection allows more individuals to enter care and for ART to be initiated at the right time.\(^1\) Currently, testing uptake is low in Zimbabwe\(^1\) but if 70% of infected individuals are tested sometime before they develop symptoms, and 90% of HIV infected pregnant women are referred from ANC, then 2,000,000 (30%) more individuals would be on ART by 2030 and 64,000 extra life-years would have been saved each year between 2005 and 2030.

In the model, monitoring patient’s pre-ART every 12 months instead of every 6 months leads to \( \sim 57\% \) fewer appointments with healthcare workers but means that ART cannot always be started at the right time and fewer start ART and less life-years are saved.\(^1\) Monitoring every 3 months leads to \( \sim 75\% \) more pre-ART appointments but increases the chance that ART is started at the right time. The clinical advantage of more frequent monitoring depends on the initiation rule: with symptomatic initiation, 160,000 more life-years are saved by 2030, but with CD4 initiation instead, 520,000 more life-years are saved.

Taking these factors together, for the same ‘universal access’ scenario, the model predicts that as few as 160,000 or as many as almost 2 million could be receiving treatment in 2030—more...
than a 10-fold difference (table 1, lower rows). With the same assumptions about incidence (but with all other parameters varied), the projection ranges between 536,000 and 2 million (a fivefold difference), and with the same assumptions about incidence and survival on ART, the projection ranges between 500,000 and 180,000 individuals on ART (a threefold difference). This large variation is generated entirely by making alternative assumptions about delivery, which have not been incorporated in other projections.

In Zimbabwe, monitoring and follow-up appointments can be with nurses but ART must be started by a doctor. Under the current conditions, it is estimated that in 2010 nurses will have to meet 27 pre-ART monitoring appointments and 12 follow-up appointments each month. Doctors will have to meet 22 patients to initiate ART each month (figure 4A—current conditions*). Anticipated changes, such as increased HIV testing, initiation with CD4 counts and more frequent monitoring, could save 50% more life-years but will require 20 additional appointments for nurses and 20 additional appointments for doctors (figure 4A—optimal conditions*). This amounts to every doctor initiating two patients each working day. By 2030, the follow-up case-load will have substantially increased (figure 4B).

The overall estimate for the least and greatest estimates make opposite sets of assumptions chosen (on the basis of the rest of the table) to give the outer bounds for the projections in 2030 with the following exceptions: in all scenarios, behaviour change in the 1990s is assumed to have reduced incidence, and patients on ART are monitored every 6 months (in the model it is assumed that this has no influence on ART outcomes).

VCT, voluntary counselling and testing.

### Table 1  Univariate sensitivity analysis. The overall estimate (top row) gives the projection with the default parameter values (underlined). The additional number of appointments, number on antiretroviral treatment (ART) and life-years saved are given in lower rows with one parameter changed at a time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of appointments per month (1000s)</th>
<th>Number of ART (1000s)</th>
<th>Cumulative life-years saved (100000s) year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-ART 2010</td>
<td>Starting ART 2010</td>
<td>Follow-up on ART 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall estimate</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra with</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation rule</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO-CD4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval between scheduled appointments (pre-ART)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>—15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval between scheduled appointments (post-ART)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of ART</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC referral and VCT uptake</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor ANC referral and low testing uptake</td>
<td>—14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good ANC referral but low testing uptake</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good ANC referral and high testing uptake</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness at finding diagnosed:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few found (&lt;10% after 5 years)</td>
<td>—10</td>
<td>—1</td>
<td>—7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some found (&lt;50% after 5 years)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many found (&lt;90% after 5 years)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour change:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No behaviour change</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best estimate (behaviour change in 1990s)</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour change in 1990s + intervention from 2005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall least estimate†</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall greatest estimate‡</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With same behaviour assumed:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall least estimate†</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall greatest estimate‡</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With same effect of ART and behaviour change assumed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall least estimate†</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall greatest estimate‡</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These values are not meaningful because the model does not recognize that regularly monitoring on ART could prolong survival or that life-years are saved when incidence declines and infections are averted.
†Here the simulation output has been replaced by 0 because the actual output represented a small value (<5% of the overall estimate in the top row), which should not be interpreted as a meaningful difference in these stochastic simulations.
‡The overall estimate for the least and greatest estimates make opposite sets of assumptions chosen (on the basis of the rest of the table) to give the outer bounds for the projections in 2030 with the following exceptions: in all scenarios, behaviour change in the 1990s is assumed to have reduced incidence, and patients on ART are monitored every 6 months (in the model it is assumed that this has no influence on ART outcomes).

Some found (10% after 5 years) 120 11 54 327 1779 n/a* n/a* 625

**Figure 4A.** Largest and smallest values of cumulative life-years saved on ART in the year 2030, under the following scenarios: (a) No behaviour change between ART in the 1990s and 2005 (upper row); (b) behaviour change in the 1990s + intervention from 2005 (middle row); (c) worst, mid, and best estimates (lower row). ART, antiretroviral treatment; VCT, voluntary counselling and testing.
Figure 4 Alternative projections in increasing case-load for doctors and nurses in A) 2010 and B) 2030. Under the ‘current’ management strategy, antiretroviral treatment (ART) is started and patients are monitored as in the default assumptions in figure 3 and table 1. In the ‘optimal’ scenario, instead ART is started using CD4 counts, patients are monitored every 3 months, testing uptake is high and many surviving individuals diagnosed before ART available enter the programme. The ‘optimal + intv’ scenario is the same as ‘optimal’ scenario but HIV incidence is assumed to decline in response to scale-up of a highly effective HIV prevention intervention. It is assumed that the number of doctors and nurses trained and in active service is constant.

and the impact of ART, we have made hypothetical projections of the number of individuals on ART and the number of appointments with doctors and nurses in Zimbabwe over the next 25 years. The burden of the ART programme on the healthcare system is expected to be great and will increase over time. For example, in one simulation, by 2030 some 670,000 individuals could be receiving ART, which is equivalent to ~8% of the current adult (aged 15+ years) population. By 2010, every day doctors will have to initiate approximately two patients and nurses will have to monitor up to five patients pre-ART and on ART. This is in addition to their many other duties, which are also set to increase. The aggregation of healthcare workers in the main cities means that the increased case-load could be even greater in rural areas. The increase in case-load could be more severe in the many other African countries with fewer doctors and nurses that are experiencing an HIV epidemic of the same magnitude as Zimbabwe. For example, in Free State, South Africa, the stored-up demand for clinical attention among those infected long before ART became available has already overwhelmed provision leading to lengthening queues for ART initiation, and it has been found that individuals waiting have suffered high rates of mortality.

Our model indicates that without frequently monitoring individuals’ need for ART from early in the infection, the population level impact of ART programmes will fall far short of their potential. Therefore, it is vital that more doctors and nurses are trained to deliver ART as the programme and testing services are scaled-up. In the context of substantial out-migration of healthcare workers in low-income settings, especially in Zimbabwe, it is crucial that those receiving training are retained. Currently ART is only initiated by doctors causing a bottleneck in service provision that could critically delay patients starting ART. Allowing nurses to initiate ART could only ease this problem in the short-term; that is, before the anticipated demand for follow-up care by nurses accumulates.

A mechanistic model of the processes involved in ART delivery can help expose how the context and strategy of an ART programme can lead to substantial differences in the total number that receive ART, average survival on ART and the number of appointments with healthcare workers. In some settings, CD4 machines are used to determine when to start ART. A low CD4 count can precede symptoms of immune suppression and more reliably indicates the need for ART. This enables more individuals to start ART and the typical starting CD4 count to be higher leading to longer survival times and more individuals on ART at a given time. Over time, monitoring needs and average survival on ART could change as programmes recruit infected individuals earlier, including fast progressors who may fail on ART sooner. On the other hand, increased referral from ANCs will typically contribute relatively healthy, young women to the programme who will be monitored for many years before starting ART with a relatively high CD4 count. Variation in these programmatic factors generates projections for the number on ART in 2030 that deviate by ~1.3 million (with the same survival, incidence and scale-up assumptions).

Further sources of uncertainty in these projections are the assumptions about incidence in the past and the future, which can only be roughly estimated. Because short-term projections rely most on incidence in the recent past, survival on ART in the first few years and the current programmatic set-up, these estimates are much more certain than long-term projections. The model, in fact, does not incorporate the potential for treatment to influence the rate of new infection. However, the model does clearly show that, with all other things remaining the same, ~310,000 fewer patients would be receiving treatment in 2030 if a high-impact prevention intervention (such as testing and counselling) is scaled-up immediately, and this considerable cost saving should be recognised.

As with all projections, it is not possible to accurately represent all factors (such as the actual rate of scale-up of services, availability of second-line drugs changes in mode of criteria for ART initiation, changes in the way ART is delivered or the roles of doctors and nurses, socio-political environments, future rates of training doctors, trends in migration). Therefore, we recognise that these long-term estimates do not constitute reliable literal forecasts, although we do believe they provide a useful guideline and indicate the structural factors that have most influence. The factors with the strong influence (timing of entry to care, the frequency of monitoring patients not yet on treatment and the method used to initiate treatment) are likely to vary between countries and over time, and we believe that this work supports using mechanistic models to make projections for many settings, which must be updated to reflect changes in conditions and policy. Our models also shows how long-term resource requirements are determined by clinical and programmatic decision made today, which should contribute to the design and management of ART programmes that is currently under way.

There are certain limitations to the design of the mathematical model we used in this analysis. There is a paucity of data...
on the precise relationship between the WHO staging criteria and CD4 count, although the data we have used\textsuperscript{20, 31} is in good agreement with a greater number of reports associating the average CD4 count among patients with certain conditions.\textsuperscript{29–39}

In the absence of more detailed data, the model does not differentiate between WHO stage 3 and 4 disease and cannot replicate the clinical judgement, which should be used to determine how soon patients with stage 3 symptoms should be started on ART.\textsuperscript{30} Instead, it identifies individuals that develop ‘severe symptoms of immune suppression’, which is analogous to WHO stage 3, and patients with stage 4 symptoms will only be started if their CD4 count falls below the threshold being used for starting any symptomatic patient (the WHO recommendation is for such patients to be initiated irrespective of CD4 count). However, patients with stage 4 disease will seldom have higher CD4 counts than this threshold so the model will only slightly underestimate the impact of following the WHO guidelines. The model also does not include differential patterns of adherence to treatment nor individuals failing first-line treatments and moving to second-line. We implicitly assume that variance in adherence is captured in the distribution of survival on treatment that we used, and that switching treatment occurs during the scheduled follow-up appointments, and its availability and success is reflected in the range of assumption about long-term survival. We have also not explicitly modelled the financial or human resources required for the particular amount of ART drug or appointments per year projected. In reality, important ‘economies of scale’ effects may operate to increase the efficiency of providing the service to a larger number of patients—for example, though specialisation of healthcare workers—and this has been considered elsewhere.\textsuperscript{35}

In conclusion, we have shown that projections for resource requirements that do not capture the impact of different patient management and initiation strategies and the shifting composition of patients entering programmes may deviate substantially from the actual future requirements of ART programmes.\textsuperscript{4, 9, 11, 14–16} Understanding the relationship between current programmatic policy and long-term resource requirements and quantifying the uncertainty inherent in many parameters can enable better programme management now as well as better planning for the future.
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Key messages

- To provide sustained access to antiretroviral treatment (ART) in the coming years it will be essential to anticipate how demands for essential material and human resources will change.
- We used a mathematical model of treatment delivery to make projections for some of the resource required for universal access to ART in Zimbabwe.
- The model shows how the demand for treatment will increase monotonically for the next decade in Zimbabwe even if the number of new HIV infection is reduced.
- Appointments for assessing the need for ART will increase in the short-term, while demand for appointments monitoring patients will increase to greater levels in the medium and long-term. This argues for an urgent reassessment of the roles of health workers, as well as investment in recruitment and retention.
- Our models show how long-term resource requirements are determined by clinical and programmatic decisions made today, which should contribute to the design and management of ART programmes that is currently under way.
- Since programmes vary between countries and over time, these results suggest that long-term resource projections should be made locally and be continually re-evaluated.
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